The New Frontier: the challenge of cyber security
Thursday 8th February 2018
1.30pm – 3.30pm
ACWA, Sydney

PROGRAM
Most staff use the internet and email systems as a means of communication, invoicing and
record keeping. Each person is a possible weak link in your chain of security as they may be
approached by a fraudulent operator. Increasingly, NGOs are being targeted by those who
set up systems to breach our security systems, with our member services falling prey to
these attacks. New, sophisticated schemes are more and more difficult to identify.
These activities cost our sector a lot of money and impact both small and large
organisations. It’s been said that it’s not a matter of whether your agency will be cyber
attacked, but when.
So how do we ensure that cyber breaches do not occur?
ACWA is bringing together Stuart Hutcheon, specialist consultant and partner in auditing
firm StewartBrown, and cyber security expert Keith Price, Director and Principal Consultant
Black Swan Group, to grapple with this question.

Understanding the Changing Cybersecurity Problem
Keith Price, Director and Principal Consultant, Black Swan Group
Keith Price is an executive level advisor and established
cybersecurity expert with more than 30 years’ IT experience,
with 16 years’ specialised experience in information security
management. He provides advice and guidance based on a
strong multi-disciplinary background across information
security, cyber security, IT risk, architecture, technology, and IT
operations. His risk orientation covers many of the IT and
cyber risks including hackers and malware, infrastructure
failures, internal user errors, service providers and vendors,
and compliance.
Keith is a former National Director of Australian Information
Security Association (AISA) and a former Director of the ISACA Sydney Chapter. His recent
publications include the Black Swan Group's 'The State of Cybersecurity 2017' white paper.
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Cyber Crime & IT Fraud – Could your organisation survive if it lost $20k, $50k
or $1 million overnight?
Stuart Hutcheon, Specialist Consultant and Partner, StewartBrown
Stuart is an experienced advisor in a range of
professional services, including auditing, management
accounting, budgeting, salary packaging and FBT advice.
Stuart has had considerable experience consulting both
commercial and not-for-profit organisations. He has
been involved in providing professional services to the
aged care and community care industry sectors for over
20 years.
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